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Introduction 

The Government’s decision to establish a Commission on the future of media is to parlous, on 

the one hand, the financial position of RTE which is a burden on the Exchequer and, on the 

other hand, the pressing commercial pressures, exacerbated by Covid-19, on mainstream print 

media and the resultant migration to online media. That is the core. That, and the 

disenchantment of many readers and viewers, increasingly perceiving themselves as 

marginalised and disrespected by the dominant mainstream broadcast and print media in 

Ireland. Addressing this presents difficulties for Ireland’s political establishment, since it has 

captured, and now exercises ideological control, precisely through the media. Accordingly, the 

distinct issue of Arts and Culture funding has been pressed into service to resolve a three-

headed dilemma that casts a cold eye over the future of media in Ireland for Government: state 

expenditure, market pressures, and consumer/viewer/political disenchantment. 

There is an important corollary. The Commission’s membership has an impressive set of 

experts across many disciplines and domains. However, the failure by Government to appoint 

an internationally-acknowledged philosopher to assist the Commission is a significant 

deficiency. It limits its scope for critiquing the crisis in communications, the reaffirmation of 

Truth, and the restoration of trust and a moral purpose in print, digital and social media, and 

communication.  These are pre-eminently the domain of Philosophy. 

To put this differently, consider for a moment the Taoiseach’s introductory Statement to the 

work of the Commission: “A sustainable, independent, and objective media landscape plays a 

critical role in the functioning of democracy...”.  It is not clear how the Committee is to 

approach the challenge of measuring “Independence” or 

“Objectivity”, still less what constitutes a “functioning democracy” (a concept rooted in Greek 

philosophy), in the absence of a philosophical understanding of these terms. 

In looking to the future of the media in Ireland and especially in the Public domain, Truth, 

Trust and Democracy are not concepts that can, still less should, be delegated to the controllers 

and enforcers of Twitter,  Facebook and other social media. The demonstrable lack of balance, 

conflict of interest and “capture” of media by a  technocratic hegemony, is a clear and present 

threat to Irish democracy, freedom of access to information and to freedom of expression. 



Importantly, this would be exacerbated by proposed coercive legislation on so-called “Hate 

Crime”, a vehicle to further control thoughts and words and with no ‘objective’ justification, 

other than ideological bias. 

The work of the Commission should engage in what is central to “The Future of Media”. 

Namely, the risks to free speech of social media-mediated state censorship and the invasion of 

privacy. That is, to the risks to democratic freedoms of the sequestering and commercialisation 

by ‘Big Tech’ of private information. These are exacerbated by the rapid integration of AI into 

digital media and communications technologies. The use of AI to weaponise behavioural 

psychology in the service of propaganda is now ubiquitous. That raises profound philosophical 

and moral challenges. It is not clear that the Commission has the scope to address these 

challenges and yet they bear directly on its remit. 

More generally, the absence of a philosophical perspective undermines the Commission's work 

in identifying and mitigating systematic bias on the part of the State, and the philosophical 

challenges of  ‘capture’ by a technocratic hegemony. This is especially the case when the 

infrastructure of propaganda has been partly externally funded, as the work of journalist Breda 

O’Brien demonstrated in pioneering articles in 2016 and 2017.1 

A key component of the Commission's work relates to Culture and the Arts and how its funding 

might be put on a sustainable basis. By its nature, this is an integral part of the national 

narrative: national consciousness, creativity and conversation. It is an essential part of public 

service content. It should be acknowledged that  RTE, through radio, TV and digital media, 

has played a pivotal role in supporting the Arts, through commissioning and broadcasting the 

work of Irish artists, musicians, historians and cultural archivists. Such content is very much a 

“Public Good” and in most countries, there is a “market failure” in funding the Arts. It follows 

that long-term, sustainable funding is essential. However, it is not clear that such funding 

should continue to be embedded in the existing funding arrangements, including the Licence 

Fee. 

 

Funding the Arts and Culture on ‘Public Good’ grounds is distinct from the origination, editing 

and broadcasting of news and information. These latter are globalised and contestable – in the 

sense of being open to new and global digital entrants, which provide consumers with options. 

They are vulnerable to ‘capture’ by agenda-driven ideologies. Control, explicit and tacit, of 
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publicly-funded content in public service media is an established means of capturing and 

reinforcing political control of the national agenda and creating incentives against the grain of 

objectivity, Independence and Truth. In other words, the scope for ‘capture’ as understood in 

economics as well as politics, highlights the twin – imperatives of editorial independence and 

political neutrality as lodestars of media content and broadcasting. 

Rigorous oversight, governance and high professional standards are paramount, but they are 

not proof against the capture, the imposition through systems of incentives of a mind-set and 

self-selected ascendency in content and coverage. This bears directly on the constitutionally- 

grounded expectation of objective Truth in transmitting news and information. “Objective” 

truth is a normative virtue. Virtues are more important in underpinning the integrity of Irish 

journalism down the years than “Mastheads” and “Mission Statements”. 

A significant proportion of Irish consumers and voters – they overlap, though not totally – are 

now marginalised and alienated from RTE and mainstream print media. They look instead to 

exponentially increasing online trusted alternatives, both domestic here in Ireland and foreign. 

 

There is no reason why, in these circumstances, they should be impelled through the licence 

fee to pay for what is no longer provided to them. Indeed, to the extent that they have been 

alienated by the measurable ideological colonisation of broadcast and print media, to force 

them to pay for the privilege is doubly oppressive. It is the prerogative of mainstream media to 

have an “editorial line” on everything from  EU Federalism to Euthanasia. But there is no good 

reason why the State should privilege them in its policies on future funding arrangements for 

public media or regulation of public broadcasting. 

Context 

In Ireland, the work of the Commission takes place against the backdrop of an egregious and 

oppressive failure of the publicly-funded state broadcaster RTE to comply with in-house and 

external broadcasting standards. This event highlighted systemic bias and failures in editorial 

oversight. The fact that the item in question was directed specifically at the Catholic faith- 

community and the failure of management to remove the offending item until directed to do so 

in the aftermath of unprecedented complaints from a broad section of the public, cannot be 

ignored by the Commission in its work. 

Internationally, there are equally compelling examples of failures of print media and 

communications to maintain objectivity and independence in terms of sourcing, editing and 



broadcasting material. In the UK, there has been an evident decline in investigative journalism, 

under the twin pressures of ideology and the political pressures as well, of course, as market 

economics. In the EU, the most tragic example of the lack of ‘empathetic independence’ was 

Charlie Hebo. 

In the US, ‘fake news’ became a defining feature, across the entire political spectrum, during 

the Trump Presidency.  A Commission focussed on the future of Irish media cannot ignore the 

lessons. These lessons need to be seen in context. A political orthodoxy which enforces 

relativistic ‘Identity Politics’, thereby commandeering language and meaning in a way that 

contradicts normative science, must take some responsibility for the consequences. Columbia’s 

Professor Mark Leila, in his “The Once and Future Liberal” highlights the costs of “Identity 

Politics” to the Democratic Party (of which he is a member), and to the broader case for 

Liberalism. If  “words mean exactly what I want them to mean”, then objectivity and truth in 

the media are taken hostage. “Fake news” is an inevitable consequence. The apparent attempt 

by the New York Post to restrict access by the public to material potentially damaging to 

President-elect Biden’s campaign is another example of the failure of communications media 

to differentiate private views from professional responsibilities.2 

All of this points to a mindset seemingly unaware that it is inside its pages or behind the screen, 

rather than on its “mast head”, which is important to objectivity, truth and public trust. Most 

disturbing of all, perhaps, is the oppressive pressure this puts on journalists to conform to this 

mindset. The debacle of a journalist in a mainstream US paper in 2018 is a compelling example 

of a journalist who was effectively pushed out of her profession for not deferring to the 

orthodoxy within her newspaper. 

Core Principles 

Funding public service aims through media will be influenced by public Trust in these same 

media. Trust is subverted by state coercion, by discrimination and by hegemonistic external 

pressures via Social Media. Building Trust and therefore, consent requires adherence to “core” 

values and principles. The journalistic professions are aware of such principles -- more so than 

those outside the profession. The following comments are offered with that in mind. To assure, 

so far as possible, the future of an Irish media with public service dimension means a media 
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bound to the highest professional standards, including rigorous and independent oversight. 

That can no longer be taken for granted. There is an evident need: 

• To affirm and uphold normative values of Truth, integrity and non-discrimination in 

sourcing, editing and broadcasting. 

• To reflect more rigorously on current challenges for journalists. It’s one thing to be a 

dissonant voice interrogating national issues-- it's quite another contesting against 

global CCT behemoths with unprecedented commercial and ideological power and 

“reach”. 

• To uphold in Ireland, the EU and globally the “Right to Privacy” against external 

pressures to suborn these rights for political, ideological or commercial reasons. 

• To closely monitor and limit the power and influence of Social Media, both directly 

and through the power, including the  “information wealth” they have sequestered from 

individuals via data acquisition and mining. 

• To their presumption in imposing censorship and, also, decision- making in the domains 

of philosophy and religion. 

• To continue to prevent State intervention in broadcasting, other than on tightly defined 

Public Good grounds that respect the Constitution. More problematically, there is the 

issue of limiting the scope for politicians to manipulate news and information through, 

for example,  “leaking”. 

• To address what a significant proportion of the population perceives as anti- Catholic 

bias in parts of the media. The recent RTE NYE “sketch” gives substance to this 

perception and to the belief that the Government has the back this anti-Catholic media 

culture. This, it should be highlighted, is not special pleading. The Constitution 

prohibits religious discrimination. It is paradoxical that in a country with 1,500 years 

of Christianity woven into its history – its anguish in famine and political suppression 

– and in its indispensable contribution to the Arts, Culture, Architecture and education; 

Catholic should now be made to feel oppressed because of their religious convictions. 

That is the reality. It makes no sense to seek public service objectives via the media in the face 

of this intolerable bias. In this regard, the deliberations of RTE in the wake of the recent 

discriminatory debacle should be an invaluable input into the Commissions work 

to ensure transparency in access to information, as AI becomes more prevalent, and the exercise 

of power and control becomes more opaque. This itself would require a separate Commission. 



To welcome the proliferation of new online Irish media which, while putting pressure on RTE 

and print media, raise standards by meeting public expectations and provide Irish and global 

outlets for Irish journalists wherever they are based 

 

Letter to DG of RTE 


